GRADUATE ADMISSION

DIPLOMA
Applicants for any of the Postgraduate Diplomas must hold a Bachelor Degree obtained from BAU or any other recognized university.

MASTER’S DEGREE
Applicants for the Master’s Degree must hold a Bachelor Degree (B.A.) obtained from Beirut Arab University or a recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.00 for credit hour system students and 55% minimum for the academic year system students, or a Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA grade of 2.00 or its equivalent.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD) DEGREE
Applicants for the PhD Degree at the Faculty of Arts must hold a Master’s degree with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students or a ‘Good’ for academic year system students; or a Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 or its equivalent.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Master’s Degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained (only for PhD)
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for Ph.D applicants

LABORATORIES
› Computer Lab
› Laboratory of Psychology
› Unit of Social Studies
› Language Lab

FACILITIES
› Faculty Library: A library with a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Miscellaneous Services: Conference Rooms & Cafeterias
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Badminton Stadiums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields

Beirut Arab University
Faculty of Arts
Beirut Campus
Hariri Building, 9th, 10th, 11th Floor
TEL: +961 1 300110 Ext 2233 Ext 2695
FAX: +961 1 300110 Ext 2581
art@bau.edu.lb
www.bau.edu.lb
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent: International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent
› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam:
Students applying to the English Language & Literature or French Language & Literature programs are required to pass an admission exam in Reading - Comprehension - Writing and Grammar.

Students applying to the Mass Communication Program are required to join the first General Year at the Faculty of Arts, complete a minimum of 26 credit hours with a total cumulative GPA 2.15, and pass the admission exam to the second year/Department of Mass Communication in Computer Literacy - French - English - Arabic - General Knowledge, in addition to an interview. The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.
REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
 › A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied and the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
 › A certified photocopy of the Master’s Degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained (only for PhD)
 › A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
 › Two recent photos certified by an official entity
 › Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for PhD applicants
 › A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for PhD)

LABORATORIES

› Court Room for training students
 › Computer Lab
 › Legal Clinic where students are trained to deal with real cases

FACILITIES

› Faculty Library: A library with a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
 › Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
 › Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
 › Miscellaneous Services: Conference Rooms & Cafeterias
 › Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Badminton Stadiums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields.
**UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION**

**WHO CAN APPLY**

To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent. International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

**WHEN & HOW TO APPLY**

Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form & attach the following documents:

›  Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
›  Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
›  A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent
›  Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam:

All students are required to pass an Admission Exam in General Information in Arabic Language.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

**GRADUATE ADMISSION**

**MASTER’S DEGREE**

Applicants for the Master’s Degree must hold a Bachelor Degree obtained from Beirut Arab University or a recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.00 for credit hour system students and 55% minimum for the academic year system students, or a Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA grade of “C” or its equivalent.

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD) DEGREE**

Applicants for the PhD Degree at the Faculty of Law and Political Science must hold a Master’s degree with a minimum grade of Good from Beirut Arab University or any other recognized university, that qualifies them to pursue their PhD.

**ADMISSION EXAM**

›  Non-speaking Arabic Language applicants have to pass admission exam in Arabic Language

›  All students are required to pass an oral interview

**MISSION**

The Faculty is committed to the continuous upgrading of the teaching-learning process and to creating a distinguished environment for teaching, learning and legal research in accordance with the internationally accredited academic curricula which are implemented by the elite of experts in the different political and legal domains. This will contribute to the formation of the legal Arab intellect and to the preparation of well-trained qualified scientific cadres to manage the political and legal practices, to strongly compete in acting at the local, regional and international levels, to be able to live up to the latest in science and technology, and to participate in serving the community vis-à-vis satisfying its needs, offering just resolutions to its problems and enhancing the national values in order to achieve comprehensive development.

**VISION**

Preserving its Arab identity, the Faculty aims at having a distinguished status among the other universities worldwide, and at being one of the most significant legal and political resources of knowledge and education that contribute to the upbringing of generations capable of developing the legal intellect.

**DEPARTMENTS**

› Civil Law
› Islamic Law
› Penal Law
› Public Law
› Commercial Law
› Civil Procedural Law
› Public International Law
› Private International Law
› History & philosophy of Law
› Economic & Public Finance
› Political Science

**ACADEMIC DEGREES**

**BACHELOR DEGREE**

138 Credit Hours

**MASTER’S DEGREES**

38 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years

Fields of Specialization

› Public Law
› Private Law
› International & Diplomatic Relations
› International Trade
› Administrative & Financial Law
› Alternative Disputes Resolution Techniques
› Intellectual Property Rights
› Criminal Science
› Procedural Science
› Political Science

**PHD DEGREES**

60 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years

Fields of Specialization

› Law
› Political Science

**ADMISSION EXAM**

› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent

› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass an Admission Exam in General Information in Arabic Language.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

**REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS**

Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:

› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent

› An original Individual Civil Status Record

› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record

› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

**ACADEMIC DEGREES**

**BACHELOR DEGREE**

138 Credit Hours

**MASTER’S DEGREES**

38 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years

Fields of Specialization

› Public Law
› Private Law
› International & Diplomatic Relations
› International Trade
› Administrative & Financial Law
› Alternative Disputes Resolution Techniques
› Intellectual Property Rights
› Criminal Science
› Procedural Science
› Political Science

**PHD DEGREES**

60 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years

Fields of Specialization

› Law
› Political Science
GRADUATE ADMISSION

MASTER’S DEGREE
Applicants for the Master of Sciences Degree must hold a Bachelor Degree obtained from the Faculty of Commerce and Business Administration at Beirut Arab University or an recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students and “Good” for the academic year system students.

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA)
Applicants for the MBA must hold a Bachelor Degree obtained from Beirut Arab University or any recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students and “Good” for academic year system students. If the applicant’s average is less than the required average, he/she needs a professional experience of at least two working years after graduation.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD) DEGREE
Applicants for the PhD Degree must hold a Master’s degree from Beirut Arab University or any other recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students and “Good” for academic year system students in the courses of the master degree. Postgraduate students should pass the TOEFL exam with a minimum average of 500, or IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 before registering for the PhD thesis.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Master’s Degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained (only for PhD)
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for PhD applicants
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for PhD)

LABORATORIES
Two computer labs with 40 PCs each, data show & internet.

FACILITIES
› Faculty Library: Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Miscellaneous Services: Conference Rooms & Cafeterias
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Hall, (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Badminton Stadiums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields

Beirut Arab University
Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration
Beirut Campus
Main Building, 2nd, 3rd, 4th & 5th Floor
TEL: +961 1 300110 Ext 2414
FAX: +961 1 300110 Ext 2583

Debbieh Campus
Architectural Engineering Building
TEL: +961 7 985080 /90

Tripoli Campus
Block B, 3rd Floor
TEL: +961 6 218400 /29 Ext 4026
FAX: +961 6 218400 /29 Ext 4055
commerce@bau.edu.lb
www.bau.edu.lb
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent. International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.
Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
- Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
- Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
- A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent
- Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities
Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass an Admission Exam in English Language. The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?
You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
- Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent, one of which should be authenticated by the relevant authorities
- An original Individual Civil Status Record
- A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
- Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof
Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.
Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.
Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

VISION
Our vision is to be internationally recognized as a major educational icon of the Arab World in Commerce and Business Administration.

MISSION
Our mission is to provide students with a solid academic grounding in Management, Accounting, Finance and Economics. With our staff at the forefront of the latest research, students have the added reassurance that teaching is contemporary and reflective of the current Business climate in the region. We work with regional organizations to encourage a global perspective and ethical shaping of society in Lebanon and the Arab World. We aim to help our students in their subsequent studies, jobs, and to set them up for life.
GRADUATE ADMISSION

DIPLOMA
Applicants for the Diploma program must hold a Bachelor Degree in Architectural Engineering or an equivalent degree in a related specialization either from BAU or from any other recognized University.

MASTER’S DEGREE
Applicants for the Master’s Degree must hold a Bachelor of Architectural Engineering Degree (B.E.) obtained from the Faculty of Architectural Engineering at Beirut Arab University or any recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students or “Good” for the academic year system students; or a Specialized Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 or its equivalent.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD) DEGREE
Applicants for the PhD Degree at the Faculty of Architectural Engineering must:
› Hold a Master’s Degree in Architectural Engineering from Beirut Arab University or any other recognized University; that qualifies them to pursue their PhD with an average of 80% at least in the courses of the master’s degree
› Pass successfully a GRE or an interview with the Department Committee

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades attained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for PhD applicants
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for PhD)
› Work Permit or Syndicate membership

LABORATORIES
› Model Making
› Networked computer lab, equipped with 86 advanced computers
› Geographic Information System Center (GIS) which offers training courses for undergraduate and postgraduate students, as well as for advanced trainees, in addition to a Graphics Laboratory equipped with hi-tech specialized hardware & software

FACILITIES
› Faculty Library: Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Sports Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Playgrounds & Gymnasium, Sports Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Badminton Stadiums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields

Beirut Arab University
Faculty of Architectural Engineering
Debbieh Campus
Architectural Engineering Building
TEL: +961 7 985881 Ext 3201
FAX: +961 7 985881 Ext 3202
Tripoli Campus
Block B, 1st Floor
TEL: +961 6 218400 /29 Ext 4009
FAX: +961 6 218400 /29 Ext 4055
architecture@bau.edu.lb
www.bau.edu.lb
**UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION**

**WHO CAN APPLY**

To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent:

- International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

**WHEN & HOW TO APPLY**

- Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.
- Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
  - Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
  - Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
  - A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
  - Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities
- Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

**Admission Exam:** All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Architectural Skills and English Language, in addition to a personal interview.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- **BAU exempts** four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.
- **The Admission Exam** contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

**English Language Requirements:** All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

**What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?**

You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

**REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS**

- Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
  - Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent, one of which must be authenticated by the relevant authorities
  - Lebanese students only:
    - An original Individual Civil Status Record
    - A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
  - Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof
- Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.
- Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.
- Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

**VISION**

The vision of the Faculty of Architectural Engineering is to foster a challenging learning environment and to continually compete as well as lead advances in architectural education, in order to prepare innovative, critical and industrious graduates able to improve, through their future careers, the quality of the built environment.

**MISSION**

Consistent with the master plan of BAU, the Faculty of Architectural Engineering is committed to delivering a professional architectural education necessary for those who seek to enter the architectural practice. The Faculty’s academic mission is to advance the discipline and practice of architecture through a seamless program of undergraduate and postgraduate studies that pursue:

- Maintaining the strength of the faculty through focusing on the core areas of the profession: Architectural and Urban Design, Execution Design, Urban and Regional Planning, Environmental Analysis, as well as Construction Engineering, while integrating and evolving theory, practices as well as the use of technologies into the curriculum
- Providing an educational atmosphere that respects individualism and diversity, while fostering the development of articulated, creative and rational design problem-solving process
- Educating architects and planners to perform their tasks as well as responsibly towards society, culture and the environment; advancing architectural knowledge through research and critical thinking; and
- Using all attained knowledge to benefit local, regional and global communities

**ACADEMIC DEGREES**

- **BACHELOR DEGREE** 180 Credit Hours - Minimum Five Years
- **DIPLOMAS** 24 Credit Hours - Minimum One Year
- **MASTER’S DEGREES** 40 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years
- **PHD DEGREES** 50 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years

**FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION**

- Architecture
- Urban Design & Planning

**UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION**

**WHO CAN APPLY**

To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent:

- International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

**WHEN & HOW TO APPLY**

- Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.
- Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
  - Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
  - Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
  - A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
  - Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities
- Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

**Admission Exam:** All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Architectural Skills and English Language, in addition to a personal interview.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- **BAU exempts** four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.
- **The Admission Exam** contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

**English Language Requirements:** All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

**What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?**

You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

**REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS**

- Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
  - Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent, one of which must be authenticated by the relevant authorities
  - Lebanese students only:
    - An original Individual Civil Status Record
    - A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
  - Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof
- Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.
- Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.
- Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

**VISION**

The vision of the Faculty of Architectural Engineering is to foster a challenging learning environment and to continually compete as well as lead advances in architectural education, in order to prepare innovative, critical and industrious graduates able to improve, through their future careers, the quality of the built environment.

**MISSION**

Consistent with the master plan of BAU, the Faculty of Architectural Engineering is committed to delivering a professional architectural education necessary for those who seek to enter the architectural practice. The Faculty’s academic mission is to advance the discipline and practice of architecture through a seamless program of undergraduate and postgraduate studies that pursue:

- Maintaining the strength of the faculty through focusing on the core areas of the profession: Architectural and Urban Design, Execution Design, Urban and Regional Planning, Environmental Analysis, as well as Construction Engineering, while integrating and evolving theory, practices as well as the use of technologies into the curriculum
- Providing an educational atmosphere that respects individualism and diversity, while fostering the development of articulated, creative and rational design problem-solving process
- Educating architects and planners to perform their tasks as well as responsibly towards society, culture and the environment; advancing architectural knowledge through research and critical thinking; and
- Using all attained knowledge to benefit local, regional and global communities

**ACADEMIC DEGREES**

- **BACHELOR DEGREE** 180 Credit Hours - Minimum Five Years
- **DIPLOMAS** 24 Credit Hours - Minimum One Year
- **MASTER’S DEGREES** 40 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years
- **PHD DEGREES** 50 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years

**FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION**

- Architecture
- Urban Design & Planning

**UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION**

**WHO CAN APPLY**

To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent:

- International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

**WHEN & HOW TO APPLY**

- Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.
- Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
  - Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
  - Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
  - A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
  - Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities
- Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

**Admission Exam:** All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Architectural Skills and English Language, in addition to a personal interview.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- **BAU exempts** four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.
- **The Admission Exam** contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

**English Language Requirements:** All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

**What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?**

You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

**REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS**

- Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
  - Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent, one of which must be authenticated by the relevant authorities
  - Lebanese students only:
    - An original Individual Civil Status Record
    - A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
  - Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof
- Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.
- Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.
- Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

**VISION**

The vision of the Faculty of Architectural Engineering is to foster a challenging learning environment and to continually compete as well as lead advances in architectural education, in order to prepare innovative, critical and industrious graduates able to improve, through their future careers, the quality of the built environment.

**MISSION**

Consistent with the master plan of BAU, the Faculty of Architectural Engineering is committed to delivering a professional architectural education necessary for those who seek to enter the architectural practice. The Faculty’s academic mission is to advance the discipline and practice of architecture through a seamless program of undergraduate and postgraduate studies that pursue:

- Maintaining the strength of the faculty through focusing on the core areas of the profession: Architectural and Urban Design, Execution Design, Urban and Regional Planning, Environmental Analysis, as well as Construction Engineering, while integrating and evolving theory, practices as well as the use of technologies into the curriculum
- Providing an educational atmosphere that respects individualism and diversity, while fostering the development of articulated, creative and rational design problem-solving process
- Educating architects and planners to perform their tasks as well as responsibly towards society, culture and the environment; advancing architectural knowledge through research and critical thinking; and
- Using all attained knowledge to benefit local, regional and global communities

**ACADEMIC DEGREES**

- **BACHELOR DEGREE** 180 Credit Hours - Minimum Five Years
- **DIPLOMAS** 24 Credit Hours - Minimum One Year
- **MASTER’S DEGREES** 40 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years
- **PHD DEGREES** 50 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years

**FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION**

- Architecture
- Urban Design & Planning
GRADUATE ADMISSION

MASTER’S DEGREE
Applicants for the Master’s Degree must hold a Bachelor of Engineering Degree (B.E.) obtained from the Faculty of Engineering at Beirut Arab University or a recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students and “Good” for the academic year system students, or a Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.53 or its equivalent.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD) DEGREE
Applicants for the PhD Degree at the Faculty of Engineering must hold a Master’s Degree from Beirut Arab University or any other recognized university, that qualifies them to pursue their PhD with a minimum CGPA of 3.00 for the credit hour system students; or “Very Good” for the academic year system students.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Master’s Degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained (only for PhD)
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for PhD applicants
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for PhD)
› Work Permit or Syndicate membership

LABORATORIES
› Communications & Acoustics
› Machines & Power
› Control, Automation & Industrial Electronics
› Measurements & Electronics
› Microprocessor Laboratory
› Hydraulics
› Properties of Materials
› Soil & Foundation
› Surveying
› Mechanical
› Production
› Computer Laboratories

FACILITIES
› Faculty Library: Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Miscellaneous Services: Students’ & Instructors’ Dormitories, Drawing/Design Offices or Studios, Conference Rooms & Cafeterias
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Badminton Stadiums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields

Beirut Arab University
Faculty of Engineering
Debbieh Campus
Engineering & Science Building
TEL: +961 7 985858 Ext 3401
FAX: +961 7 985858 Ext 3402
Tripoli Campus
Block B, 3rd Floor
TEL: +961 6 218400 /29 Ext 4010
FAX: +961 6 218400 /29 Ext 4055
engineering@bau.edu.lb
www.bau.edu.lb
The vision of the Faculty of Engineering is to be recognized globally as a beacon for quality engineering education in the Middle East and the world.

MISSION
The faculty seeks to serve the engineering educational and professional needs of Lebanon, the region and the international communities. Its mission is to:
- Continually improve the standard of our graduates through having high caliber faculty members together with quality educational programs and facilities in-line with the rapid technological advancements
- Provide a balanced regime of quality education that incorporates theoretical and practical education, innovation and creativity as well as freedom of thought and research with emphasis on professionalism and ethical behavior
- Promote and support research activities over a broad range of academic interests among students and staff
- Encourage research and technical seminars that contribute to the growth of individual knowledge and prepares for continuous learning
- Provide an excellent environment for our students which encourages interactions & enriches the educational experience in the faculty

ACADEMIC DEGREES

BACHELOR DEGREES
150 Credit Hours
Fields of Specialization
- Communication & Electronics Engineering
- Electric Power & Machines Engineering
- Computer Engineering
- Civil & Environmental Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Industrial & Engineering Management

MASTER’S DEGREES
36 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years

PHD DEGREES
40 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years
Fields of Specialization
- Communication & Electronics
- Electric Power & Machines
- Computer Engineering
- Structural & Geotechnical Engineering
- Public Works Engineering
- Water Resources & Environmental Engineering
- Surveying Engineering
- Design & Dynamic Systems
- Thermal Engineering
- Fluids Engineering
- Combustion & Automotive Engineering
- Project Management
- Engineering Management
- Management Planning
- Production & Service Systems

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent:
- International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
- Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
- Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
- A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
- Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Mathematics, Physics, Logical Thinking and English Language. The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
- BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.
- The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.
- English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate? You may need to take (an) extra Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
- Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent, one of which must be authenticated by the relevant authorities
- An original Individual Civil Status Record
- A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
- Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.

PRESENT THE SIGNED REGISTRATION FORM TO THE REGISTRATION OFFICE.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

DEPARTMENTS
- Electrical and Computer Engineering
- Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Industrial and Engineering Management

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
- Lebanese students only:
  - An original Individual Civil Status Record
  - A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
  - Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof
GRADUATE ADMISSION

MASTER'S DEGREE

Applicants for the Master's Degree must hold a Bachelor Degree (B.Sc.) obtained from the Faculty of Science at Beirut Arab University or any recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students and "Good" for the academic year system students; or a Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 or its equivalent.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD) DEGREE

Applicants for the PhD Degree at the Faculty of Science must:
› Hold a Master’s degree from Beirut Arab University or any other recognized university, that qualifies them to pursue their PhD with an average of 80% at least in the courses of the master degree. Postgraduate students should pass the TOEFL exam with at least an average of 500, or IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or its equivalent in other languages before registering for the thesis
› Pass successfully a GRE or an interview with the Department Committee

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Master’s Degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained (only for PhD)
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for PhD applicants
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for PhD)

LABORATORIES
› General Physics
› Advanced Physics
› Mechanics
› Computer
› Computer Research
› Organic Chemistry
› Organic Chemistry Research
› Physical Chemistry
› Physical Chemistry Research
› Analytical Chemistry
› Water & Soil Analysis Research
› NMR
› Biochemistry
› Zoology
› Botany
› Histology & Ecology
› Microbiology
› Microbiology Research
› Molecular Biology Research

FACILITIES
› Faculty Library: Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Miscellaneous Services: Students’ & Instructors’ Dormitories, Conference Rooms & Cafeterias
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastics & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Judoo Stadia, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields
VISION
To be recognized in the national and international scientific communities for science education, innovation and technology. To foster an environment of intellectual freedom as well as excellence in educational programs and scientific research.

MISSION
The Faculty of Science is committed to sustain excellence in the creation and dissemination of knowledge by teaching, research, and scholarly publication in both basic and applied sciences. The centrality of the Faculty within the University will be strengthened by excellence of our academic programs, as well as by our strategic collaborations with all faculties across the University.

DEPARTMENTS
› Mathematics & Computer Science
› Physics
› Chemistry
› Biological & Environmental Science

ACADEMIC DEGREES
The Faculty of Science offers a wide range of disciplines that give rise to excellent career opportunities.

BACHELOR DEGREE
120 Credit Hours
Fields of Specialization
› Mathematics
› Computer Science
› Information Technology
› Physics
› Chemistry
› Biology
› Biotechnology
› Biochemistry
› Environmental Science

DIPLOMA IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS & RADIATION PROTECTION
30 Credit Hours

MASTER'S DEGREES
36 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years

PHD DEGREES
40 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years
Fields of Specialization
› Pure Mathematics
› Applied Mathematics
› Computer Science
› Information Technology
› Physics
› Chemistry
› Biology
› Biochemistry
› Environmental Science

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent: International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass an Admission Exam in English Language.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?
You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent, one of which should be authenticated by the relevant authorities

Lebanese students only:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

ACADEMIC DEGREES
The Faculty of Science offers a wide range of disciplines that give rise to excellent career opportunities.

BACHELOR DEGREE
120 Credit Hours
Fields of Specialization
› Mathematics
› Computer Science
› Information Technology
› Physics
› Chemistry
› Biology
› Biotechnology
› Biochemistry
› Environmental Science

DIPLOMA IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS & RADIATION PROTECTION
30 Credit Hours

MASTER'S DEGREES
36 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years

PHD DEGREES
40 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years
Fields of Specialization
› Pure Mathematics
› Applied Mathematics
› Computer Science
› Information Technology
› Physics
› Chemistry
› Biology
› Biochemistry
› Environmental Science

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent: International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass an Admission Exam in English Language.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?
You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent, one of which should be authenticated by the relevant authorities

Lebanese students only:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.
GRADUATE ADMISSION

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY - PHARM.D.
Applicants for (Pharm.D.) must:
› Hold a Bachelor Degree (B.Sc.) in "Pharmaceutical Sciences" with a minimum CGPA of 3 for credit hour system students or "Very Good" for the academic year system students
› Have completed six pharmacotherapeutic courses (or their equivalents)
› Successfully pass the personal interview

MASTERS DEGREE
Applicants for the Master’s Degree must hold a Bachelor Degree (B.Sc.) in "Pharmaceutical Sciences" with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for the credit hour system students or "Good" for the academic year system students, or a Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 or its equivalent.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PHD) DEGREE
Applicants for the PhD Degree at the Faculty of Pharmacy must:
› Hold a Master’s degree in “Pharmaceutical Sciences” with a minimum CGPA of 3.00 for the credit hour system students or “Very Good” for the academic year system students.
› They must pass successfully the GRE exam or an interview with the Department Committee

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Master’s Degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained (only for PhD)
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for PhD applicants
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for PhD)
› Work Permit or Syndicate membership

LABORATORIES
› Instrumental Analysis
› Pharmaceutical Chemistry
› Pharmaceutical Analytical Chemistry
› Pharmacognosy
› Phytochemistry
› Biochemistry
› Pharmacology
› Pharmaceutical Technology
› Histology
› Drug Quality Control
› Pharmaceutical Microbiology
› Pharmacology Research
› Pharmaceutical Chemistry Research
› Phytochemistry Research
› Pharmaceutical Microbiology Research
› Pharmacology & Pharmaceutical Technology Research
› Pharmaceutical Analytical Chemistry & Drug Quality Control Research
› Computer

FACILITIES
› Faculty Library: Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Miscellaneous Services: Conference Rooms & Cafeterias
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Badminton Stadiums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields
VISION
Faculty of Pharmacy, at BAU, envisions itself as a premier academic institution in pharmacy education, research & community involvement.

MISSION
Faculty of Pharmacy, at BAU, is an academic institution founded in 1986 to provide high quality pharmacy education and scientific research. The faculty educational program was designed and developed to prepare competent pharmacists able to effectively participate in the advancement of pharmacy profession, nationally and internationally. The faculty supports the role of its graduates as health care providers in the frame of professional ethics. The faculty seeks to establish a well-built relation with peer institutions and the surrounding society. To accomplish its mission, the faculty relies on qualified staff members, laboratory facilities and educational tools.

DEPARTMENTS
› Analytical Chemistry & Drug Quality Control
› Pharmaceutical Chemistry
› Pharmacognosy & Medicinal Plants
› Pharmaceutics & Pharmaceutical Technology
› Pharmacology
› Pharmaceutical Microbiology
› Clinical Pharmacy

ACADEMIC DEGREES
BACHELOR DEGREE IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
182 Credit Hours

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY - PHARM.D.
30 Credit Hours - Minimum One Year

MASTER’S DEGREES IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
36 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years

PHD DEGREES IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
40 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years

FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION
› Analytical Chemistry & Quality Control
› Pharmaceutical Chemistry
› Pharmacognosy & Medicinal Plants
› Pharmaceutics & Pharmaceutical Technology
› Pharmacology, Toxicology & Biochemistry
› Pharmaceutical Microbiology

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION
WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent:

› International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form & attach the following documents:
› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Chemistry, Biology, Physics and English Language in addition to a personal interview. The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% is derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. Applicants are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?
You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent, one of which should be authenticated by the relevant authorities
› The medical certificate including the result of required laboratory tests and X-ray taken under the supervision of the university

For Lebanese students only:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses and fill the registration form.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.
The medical certificate including the required laboratory tests and X-ray taken under the supervision of the university

Lebanese students only:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence of their benefit

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

GRADUATE ADMISSION

POSTGRADUATE SPECIALIZED DIPLOMAS
Applicants for any of the Postgraduate Specialized Diplomas must hold a Bachelor Degree obtained from BAU or any other recognized university.

MASTER’S DEGREE
Applicants for the Master’s Degree must hold a Bachelor Degree in Medicine and Surgery (MBBCh) obtained from Beirut Arab University or a recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students and “Good” for the academic year system students; or a Specialized Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 or its equivalent.

MD PROGRAM
Applicants for the MD program must
› Hold a master’s degree in Medicine from Beirut Arab University or any other recognized university, with an average of 80% at least in the courses of the master’s degree. Postgraduate students should pass the TOEFL exam with at least an average of 500, or IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or its equivalent in other languages before registering for the thesis
› Successfully pass the GRE exam or an interview with the Department Committee

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor degree along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Master’s degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied & the grades obtained (only for MD)
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for MD applicants
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for MD)
› Work Permit or Syndicate membership

LABORATORIES
› Anatomy
› Histology
› Parasitology
› Pathology
› Physiology
› Biochemistry
› Pharmacology
› Microbiology
› Hospital
› Fundamentals & Medical Surgical Nursing

CLINICAL ROTATIONS IN THE FOLLOWING HOSPITALS
› Hammoud Hospital University Medical Center
› Makassed General Hospital
› Sahel General Hospital
› Dar Al Ayaza Hospital
› Rafik Hariri University Hospital
› Al Zahraa University Hospital
› Saida University Governmental Hospital

FACILITIES
› Faculty Library: Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Miscellaneous Services: Conference Rooms & Cafeterias
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiards), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Badminton Staduims, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields

Beirut Arab University
Faculty of Medicine
Beirut Campus
Hariri Building, 3rd, 4th floor
TEL: +961 1 300110 Ext 2648
FAX: +961 1 300110 Ext 2597

medicine@bau.edu.lb
www.bau.edu.lb
DEPARTMENTS

› Basic Medical Sciences Department which includes Anatomy, Histology, Physiology, Medical Biochemistry, Pathology, Microbiology and Virology, Medical Parasitology, and Clinical Pharmacology

› Clinical Medical Sciences Department which includes: Surgery and surgical subspecialties, Internal Medicine and medical subspecialties, Pediatric Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynaecology and Community Medicine

ACADEMIC DEGREES

BACHELOR DEGREE IN MEDICINE & SURGERY - MBCH

204 Credit Hours

DIPLOMAS

30 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Semesters

Fields of Specialization

› Cardiology
› Chest Diseases
› Community Medicine & Public Health
› Family Medicine
› Industrial Medicine
› Dermatology
› Venerology & Andrology
› Internal Medicine
› Neuropsychiatry
› Childhood Neurological Disability & Handicap
› Ophthalmology
› Orthopedic & Traumatology
› Parasitology
› Pediatrics
› Physical Medicine
› Radiodiagnosis
› Tropical Medicine
› Gastroenterology
› Geriatric Medicine

MASTER’S DEGREE

40 Credit Hours - Minimum Four Semesters

MD DEGREE

54 Credit Hours - Minimum Six Semesters

Fields of Specialization

› Anesthesia & Surgical Intensive Care
› Anatomy
› Cardiology
› Cardiothoracic Surgery
› Chest Diseases
› Clinical Pathology
› Clinical Pathology in Community Medicine & Public Health
› Family Medicine
› Industrial Medicine
› Critical Care
› Dermatology
› Venerology & Andrology
› Emergency Medicine

› Forensic Medicine & Clinical Toxicology
› General Surgery
› Plastic Surgery
› Genitourinary Surgery
› Histology & Cell Biology
› Human Anatomy & Embryology
› Internal Medicine
› Hematology
› Medical Biochemistry
› Medical Microbiology & Immunology
› Neuropsychiatry
› Neuurosurgery
› Obstetrics & Gynaecology
› Oncology
› Ophthalmology
› Orthopedic & Traumatology
› Otolaryngology
› Audiology
› Parasitology
› Phoniatics
› Medical Parasitology
› Pathology
› Medical Genetics
› Pediatrics
› Pharmacology
› Physical Medicine
› Rheumatology & Rehabilitation
› Medical Physiology
› Radio-Diagnosis
› Diagnosis
› Tropical Medicine
› Gastroenterology
› Geriatric Medicine

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

WHO CAN APPLY

To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent.

International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY

Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form & attach the following documents:

› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record

› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate

› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent

› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

BAU exempted four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the IGCSE Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?

You may need to take (an) extra English Language courses before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS

Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:

› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent either one of which must be authenticated by the relevant authorities.
GRADUATE ADMISSION
Applicants should complete one year internship or have three years experience after receiving their bachelor degree.
Applicants should pass successfully an admission exam and an interview with the Department Committee.
Applicants (except for the Diploma) should pass the TOEFL exam with at least an average of 500, or IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 before registering for the thesis.

SPECIALTY DIPLOMA
Applicants for any of the Postgraduate Specialized Diplomas must hold a Bachelor Degree in Oral and Dental Surgery obtained from BAU or any other recognized university.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY - M.S.C.D.
Applicants for the Master of Science in Dentistry must hold a Bachelor Degree in Oral and Dental Surgery (B.D.S.) obtained from BAU or a recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system and “Good” for the academic year system, or a Specialized Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 or its equivalent.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY - D.S.C.D.
Applicants for the Doctor of Science in Dentistry must hold a M.Sc.D. from BAU or any other recognized university, that qualifies them to pursue their D.Sc.D with an average of 80% at least in the courses of the M.Sc.D.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
› A certified photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied and the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or Passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants & three recommendation letters for D.Sc.D applicants
› Work Permit or Syndicate membership
› A certified photocopy of the M.Sc.D., along with a transcript with the courses studied and the grades obtained (only for D.Sc.D)
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for D.Sc.D)

LABORATORIES & CLINIC
› Prosthetic Lab
› Phantom Lab
› Simulation Lab
› CAD CAM Lab
› Undergraduate Clinics
› Postgraduate Clinics

FACILITIES
› Two Out-Patient Clinics to ensure the flow of patients to satisfy the requirements of all fields of specialization for students
› X-ray Rooms in each clinic
› LCD screens in all labs & clinics to show demonstrations done by the instructors
› Surgery Room for implant cases with life transmission to a neighboring lecture room
› Cone Beam 3D - Digital X-ray for advanced cases
› Nitrous Oxide Anesthesia Unit
› Computer Room annexed to the library which offers videos for laboratory & clinical demonstrations
› Computer Network to access the electronic filing system that is used for patients records & students requirements
› Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Taekwondo Rooms, Badminton Stadums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields

Faculty of Dentistry
Issued during the academic year 2011 - 2012
VISION
The Faculty of Dentistry envisions itself a leading institution among all reputable dental schools internationally in terms of dental education, research and patient care.

MISSION
The Faculty of Dentistry is committed to foster optimal dental clinical effectiveness through professional didactic education and establishment of standards for quality assurance and professional training. To develop principled, skilled and compassionate dental practitioners and leaders in oral health care. The Faculty aims to deliver and promote high standard oral health services by enhancing patient’s care and improving quality dental practice.

DEPARTMENTS
› Restorative Sciences
› Biological & Diagnostic Sciences
› Developmental Sciences
› Oral Rehabilitation Sciences
› Oral Surgical Sciences

ACADEMIC DEGREES
BACHELOR DEGREE IN ORAL & DENTAL SURGERY - B.D.S.
180 Credit Hours

SPECIALIZED DIPLOMAS
37 to 57 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years
Fields of Specialization
› Prosthodontics
› Oral Surgery
› Periodontology
› Restorative Dentistry
› Endodontics
› Orthodontics
› Pediatric Dentistry

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY - M.Sc.D.
46 to 66 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years
Fields of Specialization
› Prosthodontics
› Oral Surgery
› Periodontology
› Restorative Dentistry
› Endodontics
› Orthodontics
› Pediatric Dentistry

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY - D.Sc.D.
50 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years
Fields of Specialization
› Prosthodontics
› Oral Surgery
› Periodontology
› Restorative Dentistry
› Endodontics
› Orthodontics
› Pediatric Dentistry

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION
WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent: International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalence of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form and attach the following documents:
› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities
Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Biology, Chemistry, Physics, English Language, Dental Practical Exam and Perceptual Aptitude Test (PAT), in addition to a personal interview.
The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.
The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?
You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent one of which should be authenticated by the relevant authorities
› The medical certificate including the required laboratory tests and X-ray taken under the supervision of the university

Lebanese students only:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.
Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.
Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.

ACADEMIC DEGREES
BACHELOR DEGREE IN ORAL & DENTAL SURGERY - B.D.S.
180 Credit Hours

SPECIALIZED DIPLOMAS
37 to 57 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years
Fields of Specialization
› Prosthodontics
› Oral Surgery
› Periodontology
› Restorative Dentistry
› Endodontics
› Orthodontics
› Pediatric Dentistry

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY - M.Sc.D.
46 to 66 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years
Fields of Specialization
› Prosthodontics
› Oral Surgery
› Periodontology
› Restorative Dentistry
› Endodontics
› Orthodontics
› Pediatric Dentistry

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY - D.Sc.D.
50 Credit Hours - Minimum Three Years
Fields of Specialization
› Prosthodontics
› Oral Surgery
› Periodontology
› Restorative Dentistry
› Endodontics
› Orthodontics
› Pediatric Dentistry

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION
WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent: International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalence of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the application form and attach the following documents:
› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent
› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities
Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Biology, Chemistry, Physics, English Language, Dental Practical Exam and Perceptual Aptitude Test (PAT), in addition to a personal interview.
The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.
The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?
You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E.) or its equivalent one of which should be authenticated by the relevant authorities
› The medical certificate including the required laboratory tests and X-ray taken under the supervision of the university

Lebanese students only:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.
Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.
Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.
GRADUATE ADMISSION

MASTER'S DEGREE

Applicants for the Master's Degree must hold a Bachelor Degree obtained from the Faculty of Health Sciences at Beirut Arab University or a recognized university with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 for credit hour system students and “Good” for the academic year system students; or a Specialized Graduate Diploma with a minimum CGPA of 2.33 or its equivalent.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

› A certified photocopy of the the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate or its equivalent
› A certified photocopy of the Bachelor Degree along with a transcript of the courses studied and the grades obtained at BAU or any university accredited by the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education
› A certified photocopy of the Master's Degree, along with a transcript of the courses studied and the grades obtained (only for PhD)
› A certified photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record or the passport
› Two recent photos certified by an official entity
› Two recommendation letters for Master’s applicants and three recommendation letters for PhD applicants
› A copy of the Master’s Thesis (only for PhD)
› Work Permit or Syndicate membership

LABORATORIES

› Fundamentals & Medical Surgical Nursing
› OBS-GYN, Pediatric & Maternity Nursing
› Critical Care & Emergency Nursing
› Histology
› Biomedical
› Nutrition & Dietetics
› Physical Therapy Lab 1
› Physical Therapy Lab 2
› Anatomy
› Physiology
› Biochemistry
› Pharmacology
› Organic Chemistry
› Analytical Chemistry

FACILITIES

› Faculty Library: Library containing a collection of books, periodicals & dissertations
› Health Care: Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, Nursing Lab & Physical Therapy Lab
› Technology Services: iConnect, Internet, Public Phone, ATM & Mail Service
› Miscellaneous Services: Conference rooms & cafeterias
› IT center
› Activities Facilities: Indoor & Outdoor Sport Courts (Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Tennis), Sport Halls (Ping Pong, Chess, Billiard), International Football Stadium, Gymnastic & Fitness Areas, Physical Education Hall, Judo & Thai Boxing Rooms, Administration Stadiums, Martial Arts Room, Music & Dance Chambers, Theatre, Astronomical Observatory, Meeting Rooms for Environmental & Scouts Club, Archery Area & Green Fields
VISION
To contribute to the development and upgrading of health services in Lebanon and the region by providing excellent education and scientific research of high quality.

MISSION
To promote and maintain the highest level of education through continuous improvement in education, research quality, and community services in the fields of nursing, nutrition and dietetics, medical laboratory technology and physical therapy. The Faculty offers comprehensive educational programs through varieties of teaching methodology, laboratory, clinical experience and field training which are culturally and ethically sensitive. Graduates of these programs will be able to function in changing and diversifying health care settings. The faculty provides evidence-based practice according to the highest professional standards by incorporation of recent research findings into professional practice. To achieve its mission, the Faculty relies on highly specialized and dedicated staff members.

DEPARTMENTS
› Nursing
› Human Nutrition & Dietetics
› Medical Laboratory Technology
› Physical Therapy

ACADEMIC DEGREES

BACHELOR DEGREE IN NURSING
120 Credit Hours

BACHELOR DEGREE IN NUTRITION & DIETETICS
112 Credit Hours

BACHELOR DEGREE IN MEDICAL LAB TECHNOLOGY
120 Credit Hours

BACHELOR DEGREE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
120 Credit Hours

MASTER’S DEGREE IN NURSING SCIENCES
36 Credit Hours - Minimum Two Years

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

WHO CAN APPLY
To be eligible to apply, you must hold the relevant Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent: International High-Schoolers or Secondary Certificate holders qualify for admission after obtaining the equivalent of the Lebanese Secondary School Certificate from the Equivalence Committee of the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

WHEN & HOW TO APPLY
Obtain an application in June of each year as Entrance Exams are mostly set in July.

Complete the Application Form & attach the following documents:
› Lebanese Applicants only: A photocopy of the Individual Civil Status Record
› Non-Lebanese Applicants: A photocopy of the passport OR birth certificate
› A photocopy of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent
› Two recent passport-size photos endorsed by the relevant authorities

Submit the application to the Admission Office before the date of the Entrance Exam.

Admission Exam: All students are required to pass Admission Exams in Biology, Chemistry and English Language, in addition to a personal interview.

The final acceptance in the program is based on the applicant’s qualifications and on class capacity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
BAU exempts four of the top ten students in the Official Lebanese Secondary School examinations from taking the Admission Exams.

The Admission Exam contributes 70% towards the Placement Score and the remaining 30% are derived from the total score received on the Secondary School Certificate examinations.

English Language Requirements: All applicants and transferring students are required to sit for the BAU English Language Admission Exam and score a minimum of 70%. They are exempted from this exam only if they have previously passed the TOEFL Exam with a minimum score of 500, IELTS with a minimum score of 6.5 or successfully completed the IGCSE program.

What if my knowledge of English Language is inadequate?
You may need to take (an) extra English Language course(s) before and/or after the Admission Exam.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Submit the following papers to the Admission Office:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› Two photocopies of the Official Lebanese Secondary Certificate (L.S., G.S., S.E., L.H.) or its equivalent, one of which should be authenticated by the relevant authorities
› The medical certificate including the required laboratory tests and X-ray taken under the supervision of the university

Lebanese students only:
› An original Individual Civil Status Record
› A photocopy of the Family Civil Status Record
› Students benefiting from any official health insurance funds must provide documented evidence thereof

Meet the advisor at the Faculty for advising on your first semester courses.

Present the signed registration form to the Registration Office.

Obtain your ID Card after completing all the registration procedure.